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Women of the Calabash bringtheir music to Wooster
MASANKHO K. BANDA
Voice Staff Writer
Women of the Calabash -- will
perform a blend of African, Latin,
American, Carribean and Black
American music at the College
Sunday night in McGaw Chapel at
7:30 pm. The concert is free and
open to the public
The concert is the fourth event
in the First Year Forum Series
titled "Difference, Power, and Dis-
crimination: Perspectives on Race,
Gender, Class and Culture."
Founded 1 1 years ago by artistic
director Madeleine Yayodele Nel-
son, the company whose addition-
al members are, Joan E. Ashley
and Natalie Ransom has performed
to standing room only audiences at
such auditoriums as The Walker
Arts Center, The Brooklyn Con-
servatory of Music and the Lincoln
Center's Alice Tully Hall.
They have performed alongside
such greats as Ruby Dee and Ossie
Davis. John McLaughlin and Paco
DeLucia and the Temptations.
Their music which spans cul-
tures across the world has been .
performed and is still performed in
support of various liberation strug-
gles and environmental concerns
across the world.
New AV language lab features latest
12
These include the Camden Festi-
val in London, England; the 15th
and 16th SERMAC Arts Festi-
vals, Fort De France, Martinique;
and the New Orleans Jazz and Heri-
tage Festival.
They were cited as "Musicians
Extraordinaire" by the National
Council For Culture and Art and
they received the Council's prestig-
ious Monarch Merit Award in
1987.
. Their music which is dedicated
to preserving its traditional roots,
is drawn from Africa, Latin Ameri-
ca, the Caribbean and Black Amer-
ica.
Instruments used are traditional,
and the director has steadfastly ig-
nored the temptation to use more
modern percussion instruments.
. They use the calabash, which is
a large wooden gourd with beads
strung around it as their primary
instrument of percussion.
Their show consists of a mosaic
of harmony, vibrant percussion.
Dean of Faculty Yvonne Williams
commented, " It will cause you to
hold your breath in awe." She saw
them on a previous occasion when
they visited Wooster, and she em-
phasized that it was a show not to
be missed.
- , . f i
Students use the new langauge lab in the A-- V Center of the
library. The lab was installed over the summer and includes all of
the latest technology from Norway. The lab is used by language
classes and the professor has control over the students individual
Stations. Photo by Mike Pepfwr)
Takaki addresses need for diversity
Ronald Takaki, a 1962 Wooster graduate, returned to the College to address the issue of diversity. A
professor at theUniversity of California in Berkeley, Takaki specializes in ethnic studies. He cited the
need for diversity in the college curriculum. He cited the ethnic studies requirement at Berkeley as
an example of meeting the challenge of preparing students to live in a diverse society. He
questioned Wooster's commitment to diversity by comparing the numbers of Asian-Americ- an "
students at the College during his year's here and the number now. He also questioned the
effectiveness of the first-ye- ar seminar because of the qualifications of the professors teaching this
course. He said that he is Asian-Americ- an and not "Oriental." However, he referred to first-ye- ar
students as freshmen. A reception in Freedlander followed his presentation in McGaw. (Photo by Mike
Pepper.) '
SHAWN PERRY
Voice Arts Editor
Over the summer, the Audio-Visu- al
Department in Andrews Li-
brary installed the latest technolog-
ical advances in the comprehension
of foreign languages in the 90's.
The Tandbcrg IS-1- 0 Language
Laboratory, built and based in Nor-
way, is a complex system con-
sisting of 24 student carrels and a
teacher console. The design of the
IS-1- 0 encourages teacher-stude- nt
interaction.
The master control console con-
tains a display panel which gives
the teacher complete information
about all of the activities at each
student's position.
it also allows the teacher to have
remote control over all the student
functions such as the tape recorder
operation in all modes, readouts of
a student's "Real Time" electronic
-v-- ,
Xy ib
Norwegian
tape counter, bookmarks, volume
controls and designated group as-
signments.
The system is programmed to
operate in any of four groups in
which a student can be placed, or
in a "Free Mode" which allows the
student to come in and work on
hisher own.
Within tnese four groups a varie-
ty of functions can take place. A
teacher can play a videotape
through student monitors at each
carrel, play an audio tape, have a
group discussion and allow stu-
dents to do lessons on their own '
all at the same time.
This separation of groups is pos-
sible with the headphone units
connected to each terminal allow-
ing the teacher to communicate
with the students
The purchase of the new system
stems from the foreign language
departments' desire for an updated
technology
and multi-purpo- se system to play
video and audio tapes for their
classes and sail allow the students
to work on their own with daily
assignments.
Doug McCartney, A-- V Coordi-
nator, says that the new system
"Opens many opportunity for
both faculty and students at the
College of Wooster." "It is a great
improvement over the last system
in terms of quality," added A-- V
worker Laurie Nauranch.
The Tandberg is open for stu-
dent use when checking out lan-
guage tapes. But it is primarily
used by the French department in
viewing the popular French In Ac-
tion video series and giving tests
with the audio components.
With the abilities that the IS-1- 0
has, the College of Wooster and
its language deparments may very
well jump ahead into the teaching
methods of the 21st century.
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News ;
Templeton speaks on communications between faiths
TOM TURRIFF
Voice Production Editor
Elizabeth Templeton, this year's
Religious Studies Department's
TheoIogian-in-Residenc- e, partici-
pated in a discussion Monday
night entitled "The Ecumenical
Movement: Deepening or Diffus-
ing Own Failh Tradition."
The discussion began a series of
monthly meetings called "Being a
Catholic Living with the Issues."
During her stay, Templeton ad-
dressed other interested groups, as
well as classes. One of her audi-
ences was the Religious Studies
Table on September 27. for which
her presentation was titled "The
Risk of Being a Person."
Templeton gave her main pres-
entation, titled "Sexuality in the
90's: Thinking Theologically, in
Lean Lecture Room last night
Templeton is a professor of Phi
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losophy of Religion and Compara-
tive Religion at the University of
Edinburgh in Edinburgh, Scotland.
She has also served as a lecturer
in the Department of Divinity at
New College in Edinburgh.
In addition. Templeton is the
founder of the Faculty of Divini-
ty's Centre for Theology and Pub-
lic Issues and has served on vari-
ous committees dealing with Ecu-
menism and communication be-
tween persons from different faith
traditions.
The main thrust of the discus-
sion Monday night centered around
the idea that it is possible for one
to study and learn about other faith
traditions outside of one's own.
Templeton says that experimen-
tation with other faith ideas should
not be threatening to one's own
spiritual experiences, but rather
that it will enhance and lead to a
fuller understanding of those exper
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For Templeton, the largest divi-
sion among churches does not lie
between the Roman Catholic
church and Protestant churches.
Rather, she says, there is a much
greater difference between Eastern
traditions and those of the West.
Traditions such as Greek or Rus-
sian Orthodox, or even Hinduism,
Buddhism or others, differ far more
greatly from the Roman Catholic
or Protestant churches than these
latter churches differ from each
other.
Eastern Orthodox teaching often
sees the Divine as an extremely '
angry God. who shares in our mis-
ery and strikes out against the evil
in the world , out of love for His
people.
. Western teaching, on the other
hand, tends to see Him as more of
a satisfied God, who expects us to
accept the evil of the world as part
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of his "master plan."
An Eastern God loathes death
and wishes that it did not have to
occur, out of compassion for His
people, whereas a Western God
uses death as His tool, something
to bring us closer to Him and to
each other and to remind us that
our lives here on Earth are ephem--
eral and subject to His will.
Ecumenism, according to Tem-
pleton, is seen as the unity be-
tween churches or people from
churches of different faith tradi-
tions.
Not only is it helpful for the
members themselves of these
churches to experience the ideas of
other churches, but it is also im-
portant that the leaders and mem-
bers of these churches communi-
cate with each other and try to
come to a closer understanding of
their similarities and differences.
Interfaith experiences of sharing
TRJ Go-Go- 's Wooster
MASANHKO K. BANDA
Voice Staff Writer
TRJ, a group which consists of
former members from Trouble
Funk, a Go-G- o and heavy funk
group out ofWashington is headed
to Wooster. SAB brings the band
to campus for the annual Party on
the Green from 8:00 pm until
1 1:30 pm on the Quad.
Party on the Green is open to all
Wo - er students, faculty staff and
alumni with ID. Guest passes
may be picked up at the Informa-
tion Desk in Lowry Center prior
and open discussion and communi
cation, like those which the Inter-
faith Council and similar organiza-
tions strive to achieve, are very
valuable, says Templeton.
The program at which Temple-
ton spoke last Monday. "Being a
Catholic: Living with the Issues,"
is sponsored monthly by the New-
man Catholic Student Association
on the last Monday of every
month at 6 p.m., following their
weekly 5 p.m. dinner table, in
Lowry 247-4- 8.
This series of discussions seeks
to offer to all students, but most '
especially those from Catholic
backgrounds, the opportunity to
come together to discuss pressing
lcoies which challenge or contra
dict their faith experiences.
Next month's topic will be
"How to Disagree with the Catho-
lic Church and still be a Catho-
lic."
to the event.
TRJ has toured extensively, play-
ing concerts in Germany, Italy.
England. Canada, South America
and has worked on projects with
musicians from African countries
such as Zaire ( Mb'ila Labelle )
and Ethiopia. They try to model
their music on an international
scale, but their main emphasis is
the Afro beat, which is at the cen-
ter of Go-G-o music. The group
comprises five main players, two
of which are brothers and they
have been playing together since
1978.
tCaipet Crafts Jv ilincoln interiors
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Addressers wanted immediately! Mo experience necessary.
Excellent pav! Work at home. Call toll-fre- e: 1-800-3- 95-3283
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Grants Available for D.S.
Again this year the College has
received funds for small grants to
enhance the independent study pro-
gram of juniors and seniors.
As in past years, these grants
may be used to subsidize travel so
that students can work at major li-
braries, museums or research facili-
ties or interview major figures in
their field of study, bring national-
ly reputed scholars to campus for
consultation or as readers for senior
theses, develop an appropriate re-
search tool with which to gather
information (e.g. a questionnaire),
pay for registration for a confer-
ence on an independent study top--'
ic, and purchase supplies and small
items of equipment (including
computer software) that become
the property of the College.
Grant funds cannot replace mon-
ey currently alloted to departments
for equipment purchases.
Grant funds, however, are not
limited to the above. The purpose
of funds is to enhance independent
study projects and to make possi-
ble a higher quality than would
otherwise be the case.
The total available funds this
year are $15,000; $5000 has been
earmarked for students in the natu-
ral sciences. Last year's individual
awards ranged from $30 to $614.
Students who wish to apply for
a grant should use the following
guidelines: submit a one-pag- e pro-
posal to Professor Larry Stewart in
the English department no later
than Friday, October 5.
Include in the proposal the spe
cific way(s) that grant funds will
be used and the amount of money
being requested; include a brief
supporting statement from the ad-
viser indicating that student and ad-
viser have discussed the proposal
in detail and believe that funding
would assure professional quality
and prehaps publication (or appro-
priate recognition) for the project
Grants will be awarded to stu-
dents with the understanding that
they must provide the committee
with a wriuten summary upon
completion of the IS explaining
how the money was used.
Questions about grants may be
directed to Sociology professor
Terry Kershaw, Stewart, or Chem-
istry professor Greg Slough.
Soup and Bread - "Burn Your Card for Charity"
MARC OSGOODE SMITH
Voice Assignments Editor
Tuesday, October 2, is the last
day for students to sign up for par-
ticipation in Soup and Bread, the
largest and most profitable volun-
teer fundraiser on the College of
Wooster campus.
Soup and Bread has been in exis-
tence for over ten years, and this
year they plan to donate the pro-
ceeds of their efforts to either Ox-fa- m,
an international charity orag-nizatio- n,
or People to People, a
local charitable organization, or
both. Those who sign up for the
activity will vote at the end of the
semester to decide where the re-
sources will be sent to.
Soup and Bread recieves $0.75
per meal per student for every meal
throughout the semester. What,
this eventually adds up to is ap-
proximately $3,000.00 for the or-
ganization to donate.
The program is sponsored pri-
marily by the Westminster's col-
lege fellowship Seekers, and also,
the Hunger House, but is aided by
many other campus organizations.
DINOS HOME MOVIES
418 Liberty St.
262-334- 4
MOVIESNINTENDOVCR RENTALS
RENT FIVE MOVIES GET ONE FREE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
AND HOLIDAYS
CLASSIFIEDS
The menu, which is served at
Kittredge Dining Hall every Tues-
day, nights during regular dining
hours, usually includes three differ-
ent soups and a large variety of
breads. Also, live entertainment is
offered, including: classical guitar,
jazz., and folk music.
Beth Garrison, one of the orga-
nizers asks for full campus support
and encourages every student to
have their "card burned," because
after all, "you can afford to miss a
meal at Lowry."
FAST FUUDUAlSlllG
PnOGIZAT.1
JUST
ONImm.
Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.
Plus a chance at '5000 more!
This program works!
No investment needed.
Cs3 1-CC3432- 4523
50
Individuals or student organization needed to promote our SkiSun Tours.EARN MONEY
AND FREE TRIPS to Cancun, Daytona, Vermont, Montreal
CALL HI-LIF- E 1 -8- 00-263-5604
SPRINGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS
45ft.Captained Yachts, Groups of 6 to 8, Seven Days Barefoot in the Bahamas
$488.00 each Including Accomodation and Meals.
SPRINGBREAK HOTLINE 1-800-9- 99-7245 10AM-8P- M
The Wooster Inn
01 EmI Waynt tmal Wmtar. OWo 44! (21M 1M-2M- 1
Study The College ofWooster's.best eveningcourses --- at the Wooster Inn.
A gracious four-cour- se dinner overlooking the rolling
greens of the golf course is perfect for fall nights.
Owned and Operated by the College ofWooster
Dining Room Hours
Weekdays 7 a.m. -- 2 p.m.
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Sundays 7 a.m. -- 11a.m.
11 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Reservations Suggested (216) 264-234- 1
Student Discount
Today's Trend Setters
115 N.Grant Street
264-120- 2
Walk-i- n or Call for appointment
Open Mondays 11 AM-7P- M --
: Tuesday-Frida- y 9AM-7P- M
Saturdays 9AM-5P- M .
" Shampoo, Haircut, "J
i and Blowdry ,
, Only $8.50 (Regularly $10) ,
Offer expires 10590! j
1 Valid only with coupon jr
i
i
i
i
L
Tanning Special
6 Visits for $12
Offer expires 10590
Valid only with coupon
"I
I
I
I
I
ml
FAR AsrAUDIO
222 W. Liberty St., Wooster, Ohio 44691
(216)264-216- 1
Quality Hi-- Fi Audio and Video Equipment
Yamaha JVC Sony
Quality Hi-- Fi Home Speakers
Polk Audio Bose
Quality Autosound Systems
Yamaha Pioneer JVC Hifonics
"We do our own installations."
Repair of all brands of stereo equipment
Complete line of audio and video accessories
including Maxell and TDK tapes
10 off items not already discounted
with College ofWooster ID
Far East Audio-Wher- e Quality Is Not Expensive
Hours: Monday-Thursda-y 9:30AM-7:00P- M
Friday 9:30AM-9:00P- M
Saturday 9:30AM-5:00P- M
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WHY ARE RACIAL
HIERARCHIES BAD?
MARC OSGOODE SMITH
Voice Assignments Editor
Here at Wooster, we constantly run into the pronounced
evils of "isms," and the privilege of race. We should all un
derstand the special status of "White western males. " And we
should all understand that racism, sexism, classism, and all
the other "isms" that exist, are bad. One question, though:
Why are they bad?
Michael Hunt writes in his textbook Ideology and U.S. Foreign Policy. "By the standards of industrial progress, militaryprowness, and international influence and control, Anglo- -
Is axons had an incontestable claim to the top of the racial
herd." We have learned that Anglo-Saxon- s, specifically male
Anglo-Saxon- s, have used that power to oppress and maintain
the status quo of a power structure that they reign. We know
that the abuse of this power, and the very existence of thispower is wrong.
But why? Why shouldn t they have an incontestable claim
to the top of the racial herd ? Why shouldn't they use it for
their own benefit and also, attempt to maintain that power?
So I have walked around campus asking people. What iswrong with an established racial hierarchy? Why is that a bad
thing?"
Well, because racial hierarchies oppress people."
"Why is that bad?"
"Because it isn't fair."
"Oh...Why isn't it fair?"
"Because everyone should be created equally."
"Why?"
"Because they should!"
See my point.
There are good answers to these questions and I want to
know the answers before I have to deal with Pat Buchanan on
Crossfire." We, as students, should have good answers for
those people who say that racial hierarchies arc a force of na
ture and you can t fool with nature. "
Again, oppression is wrong, change needs to occur. Butwhy should it?
Now before you run off to your Mac to write me a really
nasty letter, calling me ignorant, racist, sexist, any other flat
tering designations you may think of, try to understand my
point. The emphasis at Wooster is being placed dominance
wrong with society, but not why it is wrong.
When this $16, 800 a year experience is over, I want to be
able to tell Archie Bunker (and George Jefferson) not only
what is wrong in his thinking, but why he is wrong.
The answer is not to take more Black and Women s studies.
They both give a wealth of information about what is wrong
and how it should and can be changed, but not why society is
fundamentally wrong in the first place.
Yes, an easy answer is the quest. Why is male dominancewrong? Why is oppression wrong? If all these things are so
wrong, why do they exists in the first place? If it is natural to
place yourself, and consequently, those like you, on a pedes
tal, why is that wrong?
Social Darwinism and the theories of competition, natural
selection, and social evolution are all portrayed as wrong and
alse. But why? That question has yet to be answered. If you
think about it in a rational, detached manner, they have thepotential to explain a lot about society and its structures. Hey,
plead ignorance, someone fill me in. What is wrong with ra
cial hierarchies, and why are they bad?
I need the answer for my next roadtnp, when I am at the
roadside diner talking to someone-abo-ut race, gender, and op
pression, and he says, So what, that s the way it has always
been and there s a reason for it. I need to come back with
something that he will understand.
Tfie Wooster Voice' September 28, 1990
Viewpoints
Non-sto- p state of the nations address
HANS JOHNSON
Voice Viewpoint Editor
i am walking across campus and
in the way that things have of run-
ning together i am trying to make
sense of the trees and the new con-
crete and the squirrels and leaves
that ramble across the grass but
also the faces i see and the sky that
smiles benignly overhead and the
latest news i have recently read
casting mortifying shadows all
over this sense of tranquility all
' over this fragile understanding of
saco and vanzetti and charlotte per-ki- ns
gilman and marcus garvey and
the war to end all wars and why it
never worked that way and why the
agony does not end
i am wending a path of footsteps
across this yard across this land
which was not mine and is open to
me now because some people who
did look like me did buy it steal it
stake it as their claim corden off
its outskirts not so long ago from
native persons on whose burial
grounds i tread now indiscretely
trying to be mindful that the greed
and violence that has killed and
still kills them with few reserva-
tions is a global issue and here is
clearly just one fragment of the
story
for whites on these already
bloody shores decided that field la-
bor was unsavory and the profit
The College ofWooster
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margin greater and that whips felt
better in their hands than hoes so
they began to pay in 1619 for the
lives and bodies of Black Africans
to be dragged from faroff homes to
build a nation that white people
could proclaim their own and indi-
visible while this trafficking in
humans did continue and expand
and calls went out to hunt and
chain and ship these humans re-
ferred to as live chattel to these
shores and white owners said we
need these people brought here
sold separated and rebought here
because our white and righteous
way of life depends upon it but
this is just another fragment of the
story
because white whalers tailors
miners manufacturers had decreed
that their putrid scruples somehow
made them holy that their obses-
sive interests were the rules the
world should play by they drew re-
sources from the sea and earth be-
low the earth undercutting cultures
and demanding that the white econ-
omy be given at low cost whatever
it could want like sugar growing
lands invaded subjugated annexed
rubber coffee copper other crops
that turn to cocaine which whites
pay less privileged groups to pro-
cess for them and import and thus
the craved-fo-r list continues and no
law enforcement of their own has
stopped the whites who shoplift
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from the world without apology
because they say they need it and
tliis is one more fragment of the
story
now i think about the wars
whites fight and why the wealthy
white men wrote the constitution
to protect their interests and called
a Black African American just
three fifths of a person and the
wars on the African coast because
the pirates were doing to some
ships what whites had done with
cunning frequency to a whole con-
tinent and war in Canada because
their trees were tempting and war
with mexico not often cited as an-
other mission to procure the lands
and riches of an unprotected region
and the war with hawaii because
whites wanted sugar and pineapple
inexpensively and war with spain
invented when a ship exploded not
by bullets but 'when its boiler
blew so lands whites wanted then
were seized from puerto rico to the
Philippines and warships off Co-
lombia because whites wanted full
control of panami with its canal
and war with mexico because they
had complained too close for com-
fort and war with the world while
Japanese Americans were looted of
their rights and locked away back
here and death unleashed upon ja-
pan with poison mushroom clouds
see Thought: page 6
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The Wooster Voice is published each Friday during the
academic year by the students of the College ofWooster.
We welcome all typed, double spaced letters to the editor
which do not exceed 300 words. Letters must be received by
5 p.m. on the Tuesday before publication. Editorials and
opinion columns are the responsibility of the writers and do
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the other members of
the staff.
Subscriptions to The Voice are $25 for the year and $15
for a semester. Subscription orders and other commentary
must be addressed to The Wooster Voice, C-31-87, The Col-
lege of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 4469 1, (216) 263-259- 8.
We reserve the right to accept or reject all advertising.
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Goliard, student literarymagazine, acceptingsubmissions and looking to fillthe position of managing editor
Goliard (GOALyerd) is the Col-
lege of Wooster's magazine of
writing and visual art by students.
The magazine is run entirely by
stu&ents. This year, the staff of the
magazine will consider submis-
sions of all kinds.
The only limitation is that sub-
missions must be something for
which the technology exists that it
may be reproduced in print. This,
would include fiction, poetry,
play, film, and television scripts,
interviews, translations, letters,
journal entries, essays, reviews,
music scores, drawings, prints,
blueprints, architectural drawings,-photos- ,
montages, other visual
works, and even recipes. So please
send in anything you think the
staff might find interesting.
In order to submit material, write
ber, and the title of the work on a
separate cover sheet and send this
to campus box C-31- 90 by Novem-
ber 2. Only the title should appear
on the work itself.
Copies of the current issue are
still available. To get a Goliard,
send your name and box number to
C-31- 90, specify the number of
copies you want, and enclose two
dollars per copy. Goliard' can also
be purchased in the Wilson Book-
store.
- The magazine is also in the
need of a Managing Editor. This
person's responsibilities would in-
clude receiving submissions, con-
ducting correspondence, assisting
in directing publicity, as well as
sharing in other editorial responsi-
bilities. If interested, please con-
tact John McCrory at C-- 3 190.
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SPA calls for student empowermenton issues affecting Wooster
The members of Students for
Peace through Action (SPA), as
well as several other student organ-
izations, are asking the students of
the College of Wooster to get a
little mad. We have serious con-
cerns with the lack of student em-
powerment on this campus.
We would like to know why, in a
situation where it would seem that
the students are the most impor-
tant component of this campus.
We are told that what we do or say
is incoseqential.
As an example of our apparent
lack of importance, we cite the
preceding year's attempt at a Kel-
logg's boycott. For those who are
unfamiliar with the specifics of the
issue, last year the students of this
campus took a stand. Students
voted overwhelmingly to have
Kellogg's products removed from
WVN funding clarified
I wanted to respond to the article
in the September 14th Voice con-
cerning Volunteer Network Fund-
ing. While funding has been re-
duced to many campus groups for
many reasons, it is not the case
that Dream House (or any other
program house) has had their bud-
get cut from $500 to $50 for this
academic year.
When the Volunteer Network
presented a budget to Campus
Council last spring it asked for ap-
proximately $23,000. We received
$6,000.
A revised budget was then sub-
mitted to the Dean of Students of
Johnson neglects death of
I am writing in response to Hans
Johnson's September 21 article
concerning the untimely death ofBky Bell due to the complica-
tions of an illegal abortion. John-
son appears quite sincere when he
discussed the tragedy of Becky
Bell's death.
However, he neglects to even
mention the death of Miss Bell's
unborn child. Becky chooses to
the College dining halls because of
Kellogg's investment in South Af-
rica. Students were then told that
the College does not make its pur-
chasing decisions on the basis of
student referendums.
We ask the students of this Col-
lege if you are willing to accept
the fact that you are not allowed to
determine how your tuition money
is used, and as a result, what you
can eat. It would seem that we
have reached the height of disem-powerme- nt
when we cannot deter-
mine what we eat.
Kellogg's is but one student ini-
tiative which has been blocked.
We ask, why does it take the sei-
zure of Galpin Hall in order to
force the administration to take ac-
tion on racial issues on this cam-
pus? The members of SPA be-
lieve that the. administration
fice. After discussions with the
Dean of Students' office it seemed
as if we would be able to receive
an additional $5,000, giving us a
budget of $1 1,000, our minimum
requirement.
At the time of the meeting the
contact people for campus groups
shortly before the printing of the
article, we had yet to receive the
additional monies.
In order to allow the groups to
begin programming we gave each
one $50 with the understanding
that these were not the permanent
budgets and that the rest of the
money would be allotted after se
end one life, presumable realizing
the dangers of such a procedure on
her own life.
I sympathize with Becky's
friends and family, and with the
horror that Becky had to live
through. I also feel compassion for
the innocent baby that was killed.
It is easy to forget this wasted
life in the editorials proclaiming
the unjustness of Becky's death.
should not have to be forced into
accepting student initiative.
Part of the education process is
"hands on" learning. In other
words, students learn by doing.
When student initiative is blocked,
students are being taught that what
they do does not matter and that
they cannot make a difference in
this world. -
wun mis in minu, we dcucvc
that when the administration
blocks student initiative, they are
blocking the educational process.
We are asking the students of the
College of Wooster to speak up
and demand that the administration
help and not hinder our education
al process.
If you wish to get involved with
this project, SPA meets Sundays
at 5:30 in the Faculty Lounge.
Students for Peace Through Action
curing the additional $5000.
The money has now been se-
cured and will be divided among
the various Network organizations.
I hope this clears up any misun-
derstandings about this year's fund-
ing..
If anyone does have further ques-
tions, however, they should feel-fre- e
to contact either me, Cemaine
Temple and Miles Simmons (our
finance Committee Chairs) or
Chris Drake (x2563).
BRIAN YOCUM
WOOSTER VOLUNTEER
NETWORK
unborn child
Life is something precious and sa-
cred.
It is difficult to believe that one
human has a right to end another
human's life. Unfortunately,
"repressive state laws" (Johnson's
own words) are killing countless
numbers of unborn children each
year.
ALLISON HUMMEL
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Commentary
Pressure must be maintained on South African government
BANI KGOSANA
Voice Guest Writer
Editor's Note: Kgosana is a mem-
ber ofUjamaa House and the opin-
ions reflected in this article are rep-
resentative of this organization.
Five days ago, while most of us
were perhaps going about our own
affairs, a Berlin wall came down
right here in the United States.
On this day, F.W. De Klerk
became the first head of state of
South Africa to set foot in the
United States as an invited guest
of the government.
Whilst the event itself might
not have caused a great deal of ex--
The Voice Staff apologuesfor the
inconvience caused by a production
error last week in the Greek spread.
The Omega's article was cut and
not continued. Therefore, here it, is and thanks guysfor understand-
ing.
JEANENE SPOHN
Auburn Production Editor
PHI OMEGA SIGMA
(OOT) Omegas
Phi Omega Sigma is unique on
the College of Wooster campus
because it has an intriguing mix of
people. Our goal in the rushing
and pledging process is to find a
small number of men that are di-
versified, but yet lighdy knit into
the ideals of our fraternity. As a
Letters
College Republican posters
In an effort to publicize our first
organizational meeting, the Col-
lege Republicans posted several
flyers across campus. These flyers
consisted of information explain-
ing when and where we would
meet.
Within six hours of posting the
flyers all were torn down. Abso-
lutely no specific political view-
points were given to arouse such a
negative response.
A repeated effort of distribution
was met with the same results.
' The work of CR members was
citement, it certainly has some far-reachi-ng
implications with regard
to South Africa's position in the
world in general, but more espe-
cially for the process of change in-
side South Africa itself.
The invitation to the White
House certainly means that the
political isolation of South Africa
is being relaxed. The reason being
given by the Bush administration
is that De Klerk has started on the
road to reform in South Africa and
he needs to be encouraged.
Encouragement in this case, as
George Bush sees it. is the modifi-
cation or suspension of sanctions
against South Africa. It is this
matter that is of the greatest con
whole, the Omega's or "Zards" are
very much into the premise of
Greek life. Because of this every-
one is very involved with all as-
pects of our fraternity, ranging
from social functions to communi-
ty service. We pride ourselves in
the fact that even though we are
very selective when looking for
pledges, we have not limited our-
selves to a certain kind of person.
That is, our brothers are all free
thinkers and contribute in different '
ways to the continued advancement
of our fraternity. Omegas are also
very involved in campus activities
ranging from captains of sports
teams, to members of educational
clubs, to leaden in student govern-
ment. We are-- very confident in
our fraternity. As a result of this.
to the Editor
wasted.'
On this campus we are constant-
ly reminded of the importance of
diversity. Though the Republican
viewpoint may not be the most
well liked on campus, we are still
a segment of the spectrum of di- -.
versity.
Discriminating our organization
from the public forum is an exam-
ple of an act in which our First
Year Seminar theme is trying to
remedy at this very moment.
Those who were ignorant
enough to tear down the flyers
cern.
Whilst it is true that F.W. De
Klerk has done more than per-
haps any other South African pres-
ident to make changes in the
country for the better, it is also
true that South Africa is still gov-
erned by the laws of apartheid, just
as much as it was twenty years
ago.
The plight of the black people
has changed little even after all
that has apparently changed over '
the last six months. Pressure
must therefore be maintained on
the South African government to
make far more concrete changes to
the system in South Africa than
those seen so far and promising to
the Zards will continue to be selec-
tive in the pledging process. In
contrast, though, we will never
turn someone down for the mere
reason of numbers. Our only ob-
jective is to find the best group of
diversified men as possible on the
College campus. All persons in-
terested in being involved with
Greek life, or just having a good
time are more than welcome to
come and get to know us. Our
color is red. Our nicknames are
Omegas or Zards. We have sec-
tion housing in Armington's third
section. Please contact President
Paul Gamble at ext. 3109 or Rush
Chairs Chris Dumont and Joel
Geiger at 263-018- 1, if you have
any questions. Our rush dates will
be announced.
torn down
were not just tearing down paper
flyers, but tearing down what this
campus is striving for.
We are not asking non-Republic- ans
to accept our views,
but to at least respect our organi-
zation, members, and beliefs.
Those who were deprived of the
information about CR's, by the
selfish acts of individuals, we do
apologize. We have a highly ac-
tive and enjoyable agenda planned
for this year. If interested, do call
x4072 or x4216. Thank you.
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
lift or even modify sanctions is
not the way do iL
As it stands in Congress, De
Klerk need only fulfill four of five
conditions set down in the Com-
prehensive Anti-Aparthe- id Act
in order that sanctions can be mod-
ified or suspended. So far he has
met two of these conditions
Gifting the ban on political par--.
ties and entering into negotiations
with black representatives).
This leaves him with the lifting
of the state of emergency, the free-
ing of all political prisoners and
the repealing of the Group Areas
and Population Acts that esta-
blish segregated living areas and
require citizens to be classified by
Wooster
Friday Night
Wouldn't ya know after an absolutely delightful week,
good ol reliable Wooster weather is on its way back. Odds
dictate a 1 in 5 chance of rain. Don't sell the house to cover
the bet, because anything can happen in this raging metrop-
olis. Lows in the mid 50's.
Saturday
Partly lovely with the potential for some really neat clouds.
The awesome index gives the day a 710 because of the
sweet temps. The highs will be in the mid 60's. The night is
looking very courteous, with temperatures in the mid 40's.
Sunday
Casual, boring and uneventful is the call for the day. You
might end up watching the first quarters of the games if the
wet stuff arrives. If it doesn't, it will still be boring. It's a
coin flip, you make the call. Sunday night provides a won-
derful aura for cuddling and homework vcatch-u- p. Temps
will be in the low 40's.
Monday
What a freagin' delight, totally awesome, temps in the high
80's with 0 humidity, not a cloud in the sky. Definite
beach weather, grab the board and the coppertone. Yeah, if
you're in Honolulu. Here in Wooster, see Sunday's weath-e- r,
except for the cuddling part.
Thoughts: Nations at War
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
and war on korea, cuba, Vietnam,
kampuchea, lebanon, libya not to
mention all the places where
whites do it indirectly just to keep
the order that has made them rich
or to ensure that they could keep
on burglarizing the wide world of
what they say they need
for that is what i think of when i
look out on this white-dominat-ed
nation now raving in its oil mad-
ness and not admitting why men
and women must be sent in thou
race.
This in itself is not enough,
however. De Klerk must fulfill
not only all five of the conditions
of the Act. but must also uncondi-
tionally allow in South Africa a
situation in which there is majority
rule as determined through a one-person-o- ne
vote system, without
regard to race, sex, or religion.
As it stands, this is not the case
in present day South Africa. To
ensure it does not remain in this
condition, De Klerk and his gov-
ernment will have to be pressured
tirelessly until a truly non-raci- al,
democratic South Africa does in-
deed exist
Weather
sands to defend our crude gluttony
and it may be a right white way of
doing things to want to throw the
world away in one big fireworks
display but i am skeptical as i now
smell the autumn all around me
seeing friends who worry quietly
with me watching skies for signs
of missiles in the daytime hearing
irens in the night and i keep
jiinking through the catastrophe
foreshadowed in the acts so far and
i and you and the armed forces too
are walking walking walking
knowing not if into our mass
grave.
September 23, 1990
Ingram brings professionalexperience to Wooster
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Professor Robert Ingram joins the faculty at Wooster for one year as a visiting professor. He will be
teaching within three departments including black studies, theater and music. Ingram will also be
directing the theater department's spring production. (Photo by Katie Kibane)
MASANKHO K. BANDA
Voice Staff Writer
This year three departments at
the College ofWooster are sharing
Professor Robert William Ingram
Jr., who is on a year's leave from
Westminster College of Salt Lake
City in Utah. The departments are
black studies, music and theater.
Ingram, a distinguished scholar,
will be teaching Introduction to
Theater, Introduction to Music and
African American Literature. In
addition, Ingram will direct one of
the theater department's spring pro-
ductions, Purlie Victorious by
Ossie Davis.
Ingram was born and reared in
Chicago. He attended The New
England Conservatory of Music
where he majored in voice and mi-nor- ed
in piano and pipe organ.
He got his B.S. from Indiana
University and his M.S. from the
University of Illinois at Urbana
and at both institutions he majored
in music and minored in speech
theater and education.
He also studied in Europe at
three prestigious music schools,
the Paris Conservatory and Ecole
Normale de Musique in Paris and
the Stuttgart School of Music in
Stuttgart, spending two years in
Paris and two in Stuttgart
Before going to Europe he got
his A.A. from Wilson College in
Chicago, where he majored in
speechtheater and minored in mu-
sic.
Ingram brings to academics the
added advantage of being an accom-
plished and well versed profession-
al performer.
He has appeared in over two
hundred concerts and lectures and
has appeared in musicals, operas,
oratories and plays. He is also a re-
nowned director.
Ingram is a member of three Na-
tional Honorary Fraternities, Theta
Alpha Phi (theater), Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia (music) and Phi Delta
Kappa (education ).
He has performed on numerous
occasions the one man show titled
Paul Robeson, in which he had the
privilege of being directed by the
author of the show, Philip Hayes
. Dean. This was a memorable occa-
sion according to Ingram.
In the spring he will perform
this show here at the College of
Wooster in addition to giving a re-
cital of AfricanAmerican Spiritu-
als.
He enjoys performing Dean's
show, simply because he says he
feels that Paul Robeson has not re-
ceived enough exposure in this
country and yet he was one of the
most influential figures in black
history in the areas of politics and
the arts.
He hopes mat by performing this
show, young men and women will
be inspired to do research on Robe-
son. The show also brings feelings
of nostalgia to those today, who
were old enough to have seen
Robeson perform.
Ingram says that he is looking
forward to his year here at Wooster
and is already encouraged by the
level of academic enquiry that he
observed from the students that he
is either teaching or has met.
IN AND AROUND WOOSTER
SHAWN PERRY, Voice Arts Editor
The 1991 Raymond Carver Short Story Contest
is sponsored by Humboldt State University and is open to all writers
living in the United States. First prize will be $500 and publication
in Toyon '91 the Humboldt State University Literary Magazine.
Second prize will be $250. Stories must be no more than 25 pages
typed, double spaced end with a title on the first page of the story.
Two copies of each story must be submitted and photocopies are
'
Author's name must not appear on manuscript-ty- pe name, address.
phone number and title of story on two cover sheets and attach to each
copy of manuscript The entry fee is $7.50 per story and submissions
must be postmarked no later than November 19, 1990.
Mail entries to: Raymond Carver Short Story Contest English
Dept Humboldt State University, Areata, California 95521-495- 7. En-
trants will NOT be notified of receipt of manuscript unless a self--
addressed, stamped envelope accompanies the manuscripts.
The Canton Ballet presents The Little Mermaid a full
length ballet adaptation of the tale by Hans Christian Anderson. It is
die story of a mermaid who wins her handsome prince. The produc
tion will take place October 7 at 2 p.m. at the Palace Theatre in
downtown Canton. Tickets went on sale Wednesday, September 26, at
the ballet box office in the Cultural Center for the Arts in Canton.
Tickets in advance will run $9.00 for adults and $6.00 for children 18
years and younger. For more information call (216)455-722- 0.
The Toledo Museum of Art will present impressionism:
Selections from Five American Museums starting September 30 and
running through November 25. The exhibition illustrates the history
of this period beginning in the 1860's and features 80 paintings and
sculptures by 21 of the most celebrated Impressionist artists including
Degas, van Gogh, Monet Renoir, and Gauguin.
The exhibition has enjoyed record-breakin- g attendance at its show
ings and is a joint organized project conceived by The Carnegie Mu
seum of Art, Pittsburgh, The Minneapolis Institute of Arts, The Nel
son-Atki- ns Museum of Art, Kansas City, The St Louis Art Mu
seum. and The Toledo Museum of Art For information on exhibi
tion tickets or group tours, call (419) 243-700- 0. i
The Front Row in Highland Heights, Ohio has several dates
and ticket prices for up and coming shows:
The Oak Ridge Boys perform Saturday, October 6 at 5:00 and 8:30
p.m. Tickets are $17.75.
The group Maze performs Sunday, October 14, at 6 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Tickets are $22.75. '
The Charlie Daniels Band will appear Sunday, November 18, at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $18.75
Sam Donaldson will be speaking for the DIALOGUE SERIES on
Tuesday, October 16, at 10:15 a.m.
Former New York Mayor Ed Koch will also speak for the series on
Tuesday, November 13, at 10:15a.m.
Tickets for the DIALOGUE SERIES and concerts are available at all
Ticketrons or by calling 524-000- 0.
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New Comm
PAULINE ACH
Voice Aisisunt Editor
Unlike most of the profs advis-
ing IS. Ann Burlin actually knows
what it is like to write one. As
part of her major at the University
of Virginia, she was required to
write an undergrad thesis.
After she finished writing her
thesis, she went on to get her mas-
ter's at the University of Indiana
where she is a PhD candidate. She "
specialized in American Public ad-
dress.
For the last three years, Burlin
taught full time at Stonehill Col-
lege in North Easton. Massachu-
setts and part time at Boston Col-
lege.
Before that, she taught at Stetson
University in Florida. She is new
to the Wooster communications
department this year.
"Wooster is quite a contrast. I
was living in an urban setting,"
said Burlin. "I was used to having
locks on every part of my car and.
still getting it broken into." She
thinks that Wooster is y pret-
ty" but she is also impressed by
the dedication of the students and
- faculty.
"So far. I've been to two lec-
tures, and will go to my second
full faculty meeting Monday. There
is always something that connects
you with the community, academi-
cally and socially, of the college,"
Burlin added.
"Wooster is obviously a good
school. The students are devoted.
WCWS Weekend Schedule
Editor's Note: The weekday schedule lor WCWS 90.9 FM, the
College radio station, appeared in last week's edition of the Voice.
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Communication Professor Ann
Their chief vocation and avocation
js education whereas at a lot of oth-
er places, students are trying to
it
Bjurtin (Photo by Mike Pepper)
juggle three jobs and go to
" school," said Burlin.
' 1
Amnesty
International
Meeting
Every Monday
7 pm
Kauke 104
Amnesty
International
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Dutchat Wooster
MEENAKSHI GOSWAMI
Voice Guest Writer
Ann Make Reerink traveled a
long way from her hometown of
Maastricht in the Netherlands to
get to Wooster. A first-ye- ar stu-
dent, she is the only winner of a
Wooster music scholarship based
on a tape sent from overseas. Au-
ditions for all other recipients were
held on campus.
The scholarship, established
eight years ago, is sponsored by
Wooster's Department of Music
and is offered to three or four stu-
dents annually based on auditions
held in the spring.
The award is offered for four
years, as long as the student takes
part in lessons and performances at
the College.
Reerink, who plands to major in
history with a minor in music,
prepared a tape of her flute perfor-
mance with piano accompaniment
by her father.
Her pieces included Mozart's An-
dante, Telemann's Sonata and Ga-
briel 'Faure's Fanatasy.
Her other expectations at the
College include joining the orches- -
SHAMPOO, CUT, and BLOWDRY
2 for 1-$- 19
and
TANNING BEDS
3 beds, 1 booth
20 Visits-$3- 5
2786 Cleveland Rd.
345-700- 0
Interested in
Wooster
Flautist
1
Ann Marie Reerink
tra and jazz ensemble as well as
performing in independent student
recitals.
"Wooster is just the right size of
a college for me with an excellent
music department that has a lot to
offer," Reerink said. "I also plan
to learn about different cultures and
gain an overall broader view on
life through the-- liberal arts
FAMILY HAIR CENTER
Your Perm &Color Salon
Working for the
Voice????
Call 2598 for more information
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Sports
Men's cross country teamfinishes fourth in Invitational
BETH BLAKEMORE
Voice Sports Writer
Some 146 competitors from 13
teams lined up behind Wagner
dorm for the start of the Wooster
. Cross Country Invitational Meet
Saturday.
Otterbein and Mount Union
shared first place honors, both tal-
lying 84 points. The Scots fi-
nished fourth with 148 points be-
hind conference rival Denison,
who scored 93.
Coach Dennis Rice called the
event "the kick off to our season"
and was generally pleased with the
results. However, he would like
to see more consistency from the
younger men.
Senior captain Rob Noble led
the Scots and tackled some stiff
competition to finish 12th in
27:59. According to Rice, he ran
"a solid race for this time of the
year."
Mike Rachita, a junior who is
"beginning to mature as an ath-
lete." captured 22nd place in
Football
JOHN MORROW
Voice Sports Writer
After two difficult games to
open the season, the Wooster
Fighting Scots hoped to put to-
gether a good matchup against
their conference rival, the Ohio
Wesleyan "Battling Bishops."
Unfortunately for the Scots,
Ohio Wesleyan happens to be one
of the better teams in the country.
The Fighting Scots lost 41-- 0.
Although the Bishops were
known to be a very solid team,
Wooster did not expect to receive
the lashing that they did.
Offensively, the Scots were un-
able to score a point, got only
three first downs, and gained only
one net yard rushing.
Ohio Wesleyan did not allow the
Fighting Scots to get past the fifty
yard line. The most productive as-
pect of the Wooster offense was its
punting game, which kicked for
413 yards on thirteen kicks.
The Scots were also unable to
put together a consistent defense.
28:41.
First-ye- ar Adam Meyers and
sophomore Kevin Cavenugh sur-
prised just about everyone cruising
up Kahoona hill and finishing in
28:53 and 28:57, respectively.
"They ran outstanding races.
Both are in their first season of
cross country and show potential- -
down the road," said Rice.
Sophomore Joel McBumey con-
quered the hilly terrain in 29:22.
Teammates Russ Wheeler and Jeff
Beck followed in 29:27 and 29:37,
respectively.
Although it rained the preceding
night, the sun emerged in time for
the race. Numerous spectators in-
cluding faculty members lined the
course.
Several sections and clubs
members dressed up for the event
and stood at the top of Kahoona
offering support to the runners.
Pleased with the turnout. Rice
found the meet to be a success
from a management stand point as
well.
The preparation began last
falls victim again
The Wooster defense allowed four-ty-o- ne
points, twenty-seve- n first
downs, and 427 rushing yards to
the Battling Bishops.
"Ohio Wesleyan is very big and
talented. They pushed us around,
offensively and defensively," said
Wooster coach Bob Tucker.
Tucker also expressed some con-
cern that a safety, sophomore Jim
Gordon, leads the team with 63
tackles. "Although he is competi-
tive and fiesty, when a 150 pound
safety is leading the team in
tackles, it is not good."
Wooster needs to rectify their
problems, and to rectify them be-
fore Saturday's game at Case Re-
serve (2-- 1, 1- -0 in NCAC). The
Case Reserve "Spartans" are a very
balanced team.
They have a well-round- ed offen-
sive line that supports a good
young quarterback, very fast receiv-
ers and tailback Chad Blunt,
who rushed for 190 yards in the
Spartans second game of the sea-
son.
Although the Case defense was
spring with letters to coaches. By
August a list of teams had been
compiled.
He then laid out the course care-
fully checking each mile mark. On
race day the traffic controllers,
chute operators and timers were
prepared, leaving the rest up to the
runners.
Amidst the runners is a solid,
growing and highly competitive
middle pack. First-yea- rs Dan
Dickey, Adam Kiss and Dave Stof-fe-r
experienced their first major
collegiate race and finished in
30:04, 30:08 and 30:13, respec-
tively.
Slopping through occasional
mud, seniors Tom Turriff and
Scott Earlham sprinted across the
soccer field to finish in 30:32 and
30:46.
The Scots will face some big
guns from division one and two
schools at their next big meet, the
All Ohio Championships, October
12th. at Ohio Wesleyan
weakened by last year's graduating
class, three of their top four tack-le-rs
have returned. This includes
two very strong linebackers
After only the third game of the
season, the Fighting Scots have a
combined eight points and 380 to-
tal yards to show for themselves.
The opposition on the other
hand has scored 120 points while
gaining a total of 1444 yards
against the Scots'.
To balance these statistics, the
Scots need to get the ball to their
most dangerous weapon, tailback
Brian Grandison. Grandison has
gained only 146 yards rushing this
year, but he did gain 205 yards
against Case last year.
Tucker explained, "Offensively,
there is no room to run. We need
some creases so we can get the
ball to Brian. Defensively, we
need to be physical up front so we
can tackle them."
The Scots need to execute this
gameplan to beat the Spartans this
Saturday at Case Reserve. Game-tim-e
is at 1:30 p.m.
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Karen Aeberli on route to victory
Dy MiKe Kepper;
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Aeberli leads Wooster in
Cross Country Invitational
SHADE WHITES EL
Voice Sports Writer
Karen Aeberli continued her un-
beaten streak and won the Wooster
Cross-Countr- y Invitational last
Saturday. Setting a new course
record of 20:27 over the very hilly
and muddy 3.2 mile course, Aeber-
li traded places with the other lead
runners and finally pulled away in
the final 200 yards to win.
In the team results, Wooster
placed a strong second among the
13 teams attending the Invitation-
al. Mount Union (70), placed first
while Wooster (93), Ohio Wesley-
an (115), Oberlin (149), Otterbein
(154), Denison (157), Grove City
(158), Baldwin-Wallac- e (166),
John Carroll (177), Muskingum
(207), Case Western (226), Wit-
tenberg (290), and Hiram (386)
followed.
Beth Blakemore placed 11th for
the Scots with a time of 21:22 and
her teammate Susan Louis fol-
lowed right behind in 21:26 and
! )
.it-- . ' i ; ...if - ; -- .
in the Wooster Jnyitational. (Photo
-I- 1W -
12th place. -
"They both ran excellent races,"
commented head coach Dennis
Rice. "Beth hung tough and Susan
came on strong at the end."
Anna Scherzer got caught up in
the massive numbers at the start
but steadily moved up to finish in
22:34 and 3 1st place. .
Running her best collegiate race
ever April Heck clinched the over-
all team place with her fifth place
score of 38th place in 22:52.
Shade Whitesel and Whitney
McGoodwin completed Wooster's
top seven with their respective
places of 52nd and 60th.
Eva Dodds came in right behind
McGoodwin and Carolyn Kiss ran
hard her first race back after recov-
ering from mono this summer.
The Scots skip a weekend of
competition and return to action
October 6 for the Kenyon Invita-
tional, the site of the future confer-
ence meet on October 27th, five
weeks away.
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Rio Morgan handles the ball during Wooster's 3--0 loss to Ohio Wesleyan. (Photo by Mike Pepper)
Men's soccer loses important game to Bishops
KEVIN WAUGH
Voice Sports Writer
After the College of Wooster
men's soccer team blanked John
Carroll a little over a week ago,
assistant coach Paul McGinlay
said the more formidable challeng-
es of the NCAC still lay ahead.
Those challenges were met during
the past week with mixed results.
On Saturday, the Scots travelled
to Meadville, Pennsylvania, and
rose to the occasion with a closely
fought 2-- 1 triumph over a charged
Allegheny team. t"Our defense was certainly tested
in that game." said McGinlay.
"Allegneny was playing on emo-
tion. When they went up 1-- 0 in
the first half, they looked like they
were running around thinking,
"We're going to oeat Wooster! "
Wooster's victory elevated them
into a tie with Bethany for the
number two position in the na-
tional NSCAA Gatorade Division
HI poll
Wednesday provided a different
picture, however, as the Scots lost
handily to NCAC arch-riv- al Ohio
Wesleyan, 3-- 0, before a capacity
Wooster crowd.
The game included a completely
defensive first half during which
neither team scored. The Scots,
r
now 8-1- -1, seemed to display a
little more ball control, but Ohio
Wesleyan's style of play was more
aggressive.
That aggressiveness paid off in
the second half as the Battling
Bishops exploded for two goals
within sixteen seconds of each oth- -.
er to the dismay of the Wooster
faithful. Consequently, momen-
tum was on Ohio Wesleyan's side
throughout the rest of the game.
With about fifteen minutes left
in the contest, a confident Ohio
Wesleyan team scored its final-goa- l
to secure a victory against a
squad they had not beaten since
1987.
"We didn't respond well to their
physical game." said McGinlay.
"We were our own worst enemy
by not penetrating the penalty box
even once. Wesleyan had some
speed up front and they got behind
our defenders really well."
McGinlay said the team encoun-
tered new territory vhen it found
itself down, 2-- 0.
"Our inexperience in that partic-
ular situation was evident," he
said. "After those two goals, the
guys were demoralized while Wes-
leyan played with confidence."
McGinlay was correct in seeing
the games against Allegheny and
Ohio Wesleyan as being defensive
I tests for the Scots.
"Our concerns were legitimate,"
he said. "We had some inexperi-
enced iople on defense during
those games through no fault of
their own and it made a difference
against Wesleyan."
Despite obvious drawbacks asso-
ciated with the loss, McGinlay ac- -
knowledged some benefits.
"Handling defeat is something
' that's very unusual for us and we
can only be stronger because of
it," he said. "We needed a game
like that to convince the players
that we've got to work harder to
get better. We know that we
didn't play as well as we could."
McGinlay also downplayed the
significance of the game.
Though it was important, it
really wasn't a must win," he said.
"All it does is give Ohio Wesley-
an bragging rights, but it doesn't
have much effect on the post-
season."
McGinlay hopes to face Ohio
Wesleyan again.
"We still have a long way to go
in the season," he said, "but I
think we can make it to post-
season play and hopefully, we'll
get a second bite of the cherry."
The team hopes to rebound when
they play Oberlin tomorrow at
Carl Dale Memorial Field.
LISA WALSH
Voice Sports Writer
The Lady Scots had a busy week
with a game away on Saturday,
and Varsity and JV games home
on Wednesday.
On Saturday, they had a tough
game at Ohio Wesleyan Universi-
ty, where they lost 2-- 0. The Lady
Scots bounced back in style
though when they broujht their
scoring drought to an end at Wed-
nesday's home game against Ober-
lin.
Despite the roars from the crowd
watching men's soccer the Lady
Scots managed to win their First
game of the season. The score was
2-- 2 and the game was into second
overtime or as the players call it
"SUDDEN DEATH," when senior
Lisa Ostermueller scored the win-
ning goal.
Not only did the game end with
a bang, but it started off quickly
when sophomore Tamra Barnes,
assisted by Carissa Conner, scored
the first goal for Wooster in the
first minute of the game. Woost-
er's second goal was also scored by
senior Lisa Ostermueller.
Wooster shot 42 shots at Ober-lin- 's
goalkeeper while Oberlin
only managed 25 shots at Wooster
goalkeeper, senior Pam Metz.
Key offensive players from the
varsity game were juniors Clara
Mitchell, with 13 shots on goal
and Carissa Conner with 9 shots
on goal.
The JV team also had a success-
ful game on Wednesday. They tied
Oberlin 1-- 1. Goalkeepers Kate
Cowles, a sophomore, and first
year, Rebecca Tederstrom, held
their ground well during the game.
Wooster's only goal was scored
by first year Kristin Gaulrapp and
Nicole Krantz was a strong offen-
sive player with 5 shots on goal
The Lady Scots will travel to
Denison this Saturday for a 11
a.m. game. They will also have a
home game this Sunday against
Earlham at 1 pan.
Caribbean Tan
42912 E. Liberty
(next to Dino's)
Wooster
263-466- 6
WELCOME BACK!
Use your ID and get 10 off on packages
1 Month Unlimited - Only $38.95
Tteival Agents International
We're with you all the way.
FREE TRAVEL SERVICES
Airline Tickets
Discount Cruises
. Vacation Planning
Amtrak Tickets .
American Express Travelers Checks
and Foreign Money
Tickets Can Be Mailed or Delivered
West High Plaza
1430 West High StreetOrrville: 682-344- 0
Nationwide: 1-800-44- 5-7336Ree.TA0933
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Someone once said. The more
things change, the more things
stay the same." Well after giving
it some thought, I've decided to
leave Cleveland alone this week.
They have only gone out and
proven what I've said about them
in the past...
rm also going to leave Wooster
football alone this week. The stu-
dent athletes who are out there
every week are busting their butts
(for lack of being able to print a
better word here) every week and
coming up short -
One of the players was quoted
as saying, "Well, at least I got
some sun" after last week's game
at Ohio-Wesleya- n. Do I hear the
likes of Joe BugeL Bruce Coslet,
or Jerry Glanville being tossW
around??? Better yet, can I skip
around this point a little more???
All right, enough, what else is
going on...
Dave Righetti has saved more
than half of the Yankee victories
this season...
. Let me tell you how much I en-
joyed it when Vera Lundquist and
Dan Fbuts called the 4:00 CBS
game on Sunday between the
Niners and the Falcons. I enjoyed
it so much that I almost punc-
tured my eardrums with Q-ti-ps so
I wouldn't have to put up with
their idiotic insights anymore.
They stank like soured milk, to
say the least, AND they shouldn't
even be doing high school games
out of Canton...
Yes, I am aware that the Jets
got spanked Monday night But I
won't be pouring salt in any
body's soda like some poor loser
of the ClevelandJets game two
weeks back did to me.
Since I did say I wasn't going
to talk about Cleveland today, I
Volleyball
ANN SCHMTTZ
Voice Sports Writer
The Wooster Lady Scots Volley-
ball team split their games Tues-
day when they faced off against Ur-ba- na
and Tiffin.
The Lady Scots began their road
trip by setting their sights on Ur-ban- a.
Wooster jumped out to an
early lead and, with a strong offen-
sive effort, held it to win the game
15--8.
Ethan Gorsuch
will take my focus of attention
off sports for a second to address
an issue on everybody's mind; an
issue that may be causing some
of you to lose some sleep at
night; an issue that may cause me
. to stop smoking (just kidding).
No, it's not the new alcohol(ic)
policy or the plastic dorm on
Beall, but rather it's :
THE DAMNED ROPES IN
LOWRY CENTER
I hate them. I hate them with a
. passion. Gone are the days when I
could run over some unassuming
students to toss ray very imita-
tion silver into the large gaping
canyon of metal.
I don't know if it's me, but I
have on occasion been tempted to
ask for either a money order or
two tickets for Flatliners when I
bring up my tray. But you know
what I really love, I love when
the line gets so long that it
blocks off the soda and juice ma-
chines on the far side of the cafe-
teria.
ILOVEthaL
Yet, the ropes did pay off in'a .
positive way just a few days ago.
Somebody's foot did find the
ropes before his eyes, sending
lime geletin with pears, milk,
corn obrien and other assorted
Lowry treats flying.
For those who missed it, it was
worth the price of what the meal .
does to you insides...
OK, Karl See, are you satis-
fied?
As long as we are on the sub-
ject of disturbances, allow me to
tell you the story of Glenallen
Hill of the Toronto Blue Jays.
(For those of you who know this
story skip the following two par-
agraphs entirely. It's only funny
coming together
The Lady Scots were looking
their best with great communica-
tion and unity on the court. In the
second game the Lady Scots took
the early lead again with a 7-- 0 run.
Urbana played a catch up game
and got as close as 9-- 1 1 before the
mighty Lady Scots finished them
off 15--1 1 to post the win.
. In the next game Wooster faced
off against Tiffin. Once again The
Lady Scots took an early lead, but
fell, into a. serving, lag. . Tiffin
and worth repeating tor those who
haven't heard it).
So, Glenallen comes to the
ballpark one day, after what had
appeared to be an injury-fre- e day,
on crutches with large cuts on his
body. When asked, this was his
story.
Glenallen returns home after the
ballgame and walks his dog Spo--
trover before hitting the. sack. Af
ter sleeping for several hours
Glenallen starts to have very rea
listic dreams about spiders of
which he has immense fears.
In his dreamy state of mind.
Glenallen starts climbing the
walls to avoid being bitten by
these spiders and furthermore he
crawls across the floors of his
abode to avoid them, resulting in
very deep rug burns on his knees
and elbows.
Apparently he never woke up
throughout all of this and in the
morning there were bloodstains
all over his house. You've got to
wonder what Spo trover was think
ing all of this time...
To DU and Murph; here is this
week's trivia.
For those of you who read last
week, Hi! The answer to last
week's trivia question about the
switch hitter who won the Cy
Young in both leagues is Vida
Blue.
This weeks question: Name the
two sets of brothers that have
thrown no-hitte- rs.
Yeah, hockey starts real soon.
So does hoops. Hopefully I can
harsh on some of these people
next week..
"So until then, go Braves"Buddha...
managed to take advantage of
Wooster's brief lapse and won the
game 15--3. -
In the second game Wooster
fought back hard, keeping the
game close but luck was on Tif-
fin's side and they managed to
squeak in a 15-- 1 1 win.
The Lady Scots now have a 4-- 14
record, which they intend to im-
prove when they once again take
to the road this time to challenge
Bluffton.
KARYN POWERS
Voice Sports Writer
The rankings are finally out and
the verdict is in: the women's soc-
cer team is NUMBER ONE in
Ohio! Look out O.W.U. (2).
heads up Denison(3), and watch
out Wittenberg (5), because it
looks like the Lady Scots are in
some serious contention for the di-
vision title.
Unfortunately the team was
overlooked for the national rank-
ings, but that will be easily reme-
died as the Lady Scots continue on
their winning streak.
Saturday was the big one
against the much-hype-d Allegheny
team. Going into the game,
Wooster had been winless against
the Gators in the many years that
the two had been playing.
In fact, before the match, many
seniors on the Wooster team made
a pact among themselves that they
would not graduate until they had
beaten the Gators.
The game was well-playe- d by
both teams in the first half, al-
though Wooster clearly dominated.
Frustrations were mounting as
only minutes remained in the first
half and amidst many attempts,
Wooster had yet to sink one.
Cargo Crate
Functional furniture for less.
We also have
- They weren't finished yet as thirty--
five seconds into the second half
Wooster came charging out to
score another one by Docherty.
Fellow senior Mary Romestant
gets credit for the assist Unfortu-
nately, minutes later, Wooster let
Walsh push in a most undeserved
goal and the the scoring ended at
2-- 1 Wooster.
The Lady Scots will be back at
it again on Saturday with an away
game against Oberlin and another
on Tuesday against O.W.U. .
But persistence paid off when an
intentional handball in front of the
Alleghany goal gave Wooster the
penalty kick.
With 2:20 left in the first half,
Cathie Docherty, the team's lead-
ing scorer, stepped up to net the
game-winin- g goal. Now she and
the rest of the seniors can at least
graduate.
With that victory under their
belts, the team set out on Tuesday
to take on Walsh. Although it
was an anticipated win for Woost-
er, high winds and a bumpy field
made tor a much more difficult
game.
But seventeen minutes into it, it
was sophomore Tammi Berger
with the pass to Docherty who
volleyed it in for the first score.
Furniture Co.
Futons
Twin 39x75. $199
Full 54x75 $225
Queen 60x85 $248
hand made crates
and trunks in sizes to fit any room.
10 Off with College ID
We will deliver.
Open Tuesday-Saturda- y, 10AM-6P- M
12218 Linclon Way East
(9 miles from campus)
682-680- 0
You're invited to attend the annual
Party on the Green .Saturday,September 29
8:30-11:3- 0 p.m.
Featuring TRJ (Former members of Trouble Funk)
Students must have an I.D.
Guest passes available at the "Information Desk
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j Weekly Mind Bender
Created by Dan Pancake
Wordfind
Find and circle all words. They may be horizontal, vertical,diagonal, or backwards and some may overlap
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Free Undassifipd
Ken R.-- Gain a clue, someone
likes you
WMVC-How- 's hospital food?
The Brute-So- me
Members of the Voice Edi-
torial Staff still need dates for
Homecoming! Any interest?
Mike P.-- Get a clue. In a min-
ute AH
Frank- - Are you serious about Fri-
day nights? - P.
Rich- - ND's going to lose-- Tiger is
mine! Amy
Mares and Deb- - Be good and if
you can't be good Psycho
OSTU OFlSUlNbRWZL-- Hey Hygeia--1 just stepped on aMJ S T H Te.SUtJri-X.Vj-T toUmuS needlenow whai???
OODtHE-Gr- A OZ-IUM-AX Trish-it- s Hol...
U 0 tJ Q flQ.iJnDn.Tr- - M O tA Miss You!!!!!!-Am-y
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John, Kevin, and Weinbeck- - you
are charter members of the COUR-
TESY SQUAD-Mar- c
Badger-on-e whole year! Tm im-
pressed!! Congrats-Paulin- e
Marc and Dan-- the two musketeers
We will have none of that in this
place, o.k. Daniel, Marc, I like
your style.How about a little
poker boys? see ya in KY JDS
&LWW
Drew N. Are you RIDER
TWO????? RIDER 1
Sander - thanks for being you!
Buggy - Love you !!
Voice staff - You're great!!!
William - thanks for everything,
no more Green if you know what I
mean., where is the
solution
JEl me. z sSK5. 'ym teyjtzBasketball Aces L T"Sg j tJ J J (L S tJaiAlai Ferrari a tjf f i. 2) P C S""c"Football mvp -- ror-1- j--Horseshoes . Jordan CrK A Jj EST ,f)I5 Gault 75iC A P tP&tcYrZT:Bowling Jets - T;i ' Ar f-LC-11 'Agassi Goal J r 11 J A ffr L 'A H $
Hshing Seconds ljS.3t. C-- f&. M fl-- t X U
E,ms Dinin JJOO P "t T" 0 M
New Rule - Voice Staff members
may not date one another! 1
GLS Good luck with you know
who!!
Hume -- be bold!!!
Watch out for fnords
Chris A. Happy Birthday - Your
sis
"Becky T. - only one more week
AHHHH!!-Je- n
Mark Timkin - Do you have a
girlfriend or whai?
Scott - Balconies and Bust the "
Move - Amy
Hey Willy..Now it's in
prints JCirnmi
Happy 22nd Jane! Let's go out
and party! - Shadow
FAM IJLY. -- 1 miss you and love
all of you!
Elizabeth and Rowly - you two are
too pookie cute for words.
Amy - Greeting from Wooster --
Amy
Hey mystery woman (age 19)
please call again 3774!!
Unclassifed are new! They
can be anything fun and sil-
ly but they are not to be
used to advertise.
To submit one, write it
down on a piece of paper
and bring it down to the
Voice office Gowcr level,
Lowry Center) by Monday,
5 p.m. the week vou want itin the Voice!
